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With each generation of technology, computers become even more capable of 

rendering objects with an ever increasing number of polygons. As a result, the desire to 

add more details to a 3D model increases as well. Among the many tools provided by 

computer graphics software that an artist has at their disposal for adding detail to a 3D 
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capable of subdividing individual faces on a given mesh, the idea being that the artist is 

in control of where they choose to subdivide in order to add more details to their 3D 

model. The goal of the project is to implement a software prototype that would make it 

easier for a user to efficiently manipulate mesh points and add details through 

subdivision. Essentially, a skilled artist could utilize the program to create something 

very complex out of something very simple. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

1.1 Project Introduction 
 

 

 Advancement in technology provides the 3D artist with an always-evolving set of 

tools that they can use to express their vision. One of the most important tools that a 3D 

artist uses is 3D computer graphics software. These programs are capable of all sorts of 

tasks and come equipped with many features, but the most important feature is perhaps 

the ability to create and manipulate 3D models. As the artist works on the 3D model, they 

modify the object by making changes to the polygons that make up the object. They can 

also add more detail to their creation by increasing the number of polygons used in the 

object mesh. By increasing the number of polygons that compose the mesh of their 

model, this provides the artist with an even greater number of faces, vertices, and edges 

to play with.  

 One way to increase the number of polygons in a mesh is to use subdivision. 

Subdivision involves taking a polygonal face and dividing it up into multiple smaller 

faces [Sharp]. After the subdivision, the original shape of the polygon face being divided 

is retained. The difference is that the total number of vertices, faces, and edges that 

comprised the original polygonal face has increased after the subdivision is completed. 

Subdivision is primarily used to aid in the process of subdivision surfaces, which will be 
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covered in more detail later. There are essentially two types of subdivision: the type 

where you choose to subdivide and the type where subdivision happens automatically.  

 The goal of this project is to utilize the concept of subdivision to provide the 3D 

artist with a faster method of adding details to a mesh. In this paper, we will discuss the 

process involved in the development and implementation of a modeling tool that will 

allow the user to quickly subdivide faces in a polygonal mesh and manipulate newly 

created data points. The idea is to create a proof of concept that allows for the user to add 

more detail to a 3D mesh by clicking on a face that comprises the mesh. Through 

subdivision, the face would subdivide into more faces that the user can change or 

subdivide further. Ideally, through continual subdivision of faces, the user can add more 

and more detail to any part of the mesh as needed. As a result, the geometry modeler 

becomes “multi-resolution” because different parts of the mesh will have varying 

amounts of detail. As the user divides the faces of the mesh, they can also manipulate 

vertex points to reshape the mesh. Topics we will cover include background information 

relating to the project, details regarding the implementation of the project such as the data 

structures used and the algorithms that were developed, and how the project can be 

further expanded upon through future work.  

 

 

1.2 Background Information 
 

 

 Subdivision is not a brand new topic in the computer graphics industry. Work 

revolving around subdivision can be dated back to 1978 when the first two subdivision 

surfacing techniques were developed: the Doo-Sabin scheme and the Catmull-Clark 
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scheme [Holmes]. Another famous subdivision surfacing scheme is the Loop scheme 

invented by Charles Loop. Other notable techniques also include the butterfly scheme as 

well as the modified butterfly scheme [Holmes]. Even though all these schemes are 

different, they all attempt to accomplish the same task. They all subdivide the original 

polygonal mesh into many more polygons whose vertices are then changed based on an 

algorithm [Sharp]. The difference between the various subdivision surfacing schemes lies 

in how they rearrange the vertices of the mesh after the subdivisions have been made. No 

matter what method is used, the end result of applying subdivision surfaces to a mesh will 

be a smoother looking object with the minor differences depending on the chosen 

method. The following images showcase different cubes after subdivision surfacing has 

been applied to them. Notice how each scheme affects the cube differently after it is 

applied one time and then two times.  

 

 

Figure 1.1: Doo-Sabin Scheme performed on a cube mesh [Holmes] 
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Figure 1.2: Catmull-Clark Scheme performed on a cube mesh [Holmes] 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Loop Scheme performed on a cube mesh [Holmes] 
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2. DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 

 

 

2.1 Choosing the Data Structure 
 

 

 This project involves the development of a modeling tool. As such, it is important 

to choose an appropriate data structure to keep track of the all the geometry information 

for the polygonal mesh that the user will be manipulating in the program.  

 One common way of storing mesh information is by using tables. Because a mesh 

is composed of faces and vertices, one way of storing this information is to create one 

table that contains all the faces and another table that contains all the vertices that make 

up the mesh. Pointers are then used to connect the appropriate faces in the face table to 

the corresponding vertices in the vertex table. Another way of storing this information is 

to use a data structure known as the winged-edge data structure. The winged-edge data 

structure is based around the idea of using the edges of the mesh to keep track of all the 

vertices, edges, and faces that are adjacent to it [Shene].  

 For our purposes, the winged-edge data structure is the most appropriate. This is 

because by using the winged-edge data structure, when given any edge in the mesh, we 

can determine its location within the mesh solely based on its adjacency data. Therefore, 

if we were to make any changes to any part of the mesh, all the affected neighboring 

edges would be able to update their information without issue. An example of this is if 

one of the vertex positions was changed in the mesh, all the adjacent edges would move 

and change their lengths to accommodate for the new position of this vertex. This is a 

useful feature of the data structure in relation to subdivision because when a face is 
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subdivided, it will be important for all the edges that comprise the subdivided face to 

efficiently update their details as appropriate. This is not as easily done by using tables 

because there would be more connections that need to be maintained for the mesh data. 

 

2.2 The Winged-Edge Data Structure 
 

 

 The winged-edge data structure uses edges to keep track of the composition of the 

mesh. For our purposes, an edge is represented by the line segment connecting two 

adjacent vertices. Essentially, the winged-edge data structure consists of a table of edges. 

Each edge within the table contains the following bits of information: a start vertex, an 

end vertex, its left face, its right face, a predecessor edge and successor edge when 

traversing its left face, and a predecessor edge and successor edge when traversing its 

right face [Shene]. Refer to the following figure for an example of how to fill out the 

information for one of the edges in a winged-edge data structure. This example comes 

from [Shene]. 
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Figure 2.1: Example used to show how the winged-edge data structure works 

 

 

 To begin, choose one vertex to designate as the start vertex and a second vertex to 

designate as the end vertex for a given edge. For this example, let X be the start vertex 

and Y be the end vertex. Also, notice that the name of the center edge is a. If we were to 

imagine that there was an arrow pointing in the direction of the start vertex to the end 

vertex, the edge's left face would be represented by the face to the left of this imaginary 

arrow. Following the same logic, the edge's right face would be represented by the face to 

the right of the imaginary arrow. In this case, the imaginary arrow pointing from the start 

vertex X to the end vertex Y shows that the edge's left face would be face 1 and the edge's 

right face would be face 2. In order to figure out the predecessor and successor edges for 

the left and right faces of the given edge, we will need to traverse the left and right faces 

of the edge. An important thing to note is that traversal of the faces is performed in a 
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clockwise manner [Shene]. We will begin by traversing this edge's left face first. Notice 

that if traversing face 1 in the clockwise direction, the edge that precedes edge a is edge 

b. Therefore edge b is the predecessor edge for the left face of edge a. Also notice that the 

edge following edge a in the traversal of face 1 is edge d. Therefore edge d is the 

successor edge for the left face of edge a. Traversing the right face of edge a, which is 

face 2, reveals that edge e precedes edge a, and edge c succeeds edge a. Therefore edge e 

is the predecessor edge for the right face of edge a and edge c is the successor edge for 

the right face of edge a. Based on these findings, an example entry in the edge table for 

edge 'a' can be represented by the following table. 

 

Edge Vertices Faces Left Traverse Right Traverse 

Name Start End Left Right Pred Succ Pred Succ 

a X Y 1 2 b d e c 

Figure 2.2: Example winged-edge data structure entry based on figure 2.1 

 

Note that if we chose edge a to have its start vertex be Y and its end vertex to be X, the 

rest of the information for edge a would change as well.  

 

 For developing the edge table based on the winged-edge data structure for a 

polygonal mesh, simply give every edge a name, chose start and end vertices for each 

edge, and then determine the rest of the information for each edge by traversing the 

edges' left and right faces in the clockwise direction. The winged-edge data structure does 

not consist solely of a table of edges. It also includes a table of vertices and a table of 
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faces. This is because there needs to be some way to organize all the vertices and faces of 

the mesh. The purpose of these other tables is to maintain the vertex and face information 

for the mesh. The edge list is still ultimately responsible for keeping track of all the 

relationships between these various individual parts.  

 

2.3 Implementing the Winged-Edge Data Structure 
 

 

 The winged-edge data structure is ultimately a collection of the edges, vertices, 

and faces that make up a given mesh. What makes it special is that it uses the edges as the 

foundation through which all the pieces of information are related. Because the winged-

edge data structure utilizes an edge table, a vertex table, and a face table, the program 

will need to store these tables. In the context of this data structure, a table of items is 

basically a list. As a result, a perfect solution is to use arrays to represent the data tables: 

one array for containing all the edges, one array for containing all the vertices, and one 

array for containing all the faces.  

 By default, edges, vertices, and faces are not class types immediately available for 

use to the programmer. Therefore, we need to make classes to represent edges, vertices, 

and faces. The edge class keeps track of all pertinent information relating to an edge in 

the edge table. This includes the edge's start vertex, end vertex, left face, right face, left 

face predecessor edge, left face successor edge, right face predecessor edge, and right 

face successor edge [Neperud]. The vertex class keeps track of a vertex's incident edge. 

The incident edge is simply an adjacent edge to the vertex. This is not a necessary 

component of the winged-edge data structure but it may be useful to have. Since a vertex 
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is a point in three-dimensional space, the vertex class should also keep track of a vertex's 

X, Y, and Z coordinates [Neperud]. It may be helpful to store these coordinates as 

'GLfloat' types as this will come in handy when dealing with OpenGL functions. The face 

class only needs to keep track of a face's incident edge [Neperud].  

 After the foundation for the winged-edge data structure is completed, we need to 

determine how to generate a winged-edge data structure object. One way is to read in 

data from an object file describing a specific mesh and then parse the information into a 

winged-edge data structure. Another way is to hard code the winged-edge data structure 

for a mesh. In order to keep things simple, this paper will generate the winged-edge data 

structure object by hard-coding the information of a mesh. For the purpose of this paper, 

a decision was made to generate a winged-edge data structure object based on the mesh 

of a planar surface. An example of what this object looks like can be seen in the 

following figure. The figure shows the object when viewed from above the X-Y plane.  

 

 

Figure 2.3: Planar mesh used in winged-edge data structure 
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 To build a winged-edge data structure object based on the mesh object above, we 

begin by assigning edge names, vertex names, face names, and coordinate points to the 

mesh. There are practically infinitely many ways to do this. One example of this can be 

seen in the following figure. 

 

Figure 2.4: Planar mesh with edge, vertex, and face information provided 

 

 The rest of this paper will be based around the mesh configuration shown above. 

The above configuration was hard-coded into the winged-edge data structure used for this 

project. It is important to note that the mesh can be configured differently from above. 

We just need to make sure that we are consistent in how we go about doing so and that 

there are no duplicate faces, vertices, or edges. As long as the winged-edge data structure 

object created accurately represents the mesh, there should be no problem. Based on the 

configured mesh shown above, the following edge table can be derived. 
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Edge Vertices Faces Left Traverse Right Traverse 

Name Start End Left Right Pred Succ Pred Succ 

a A B - 1 - - c d 

b B C - 3 - - e f 

c D A - 1 - - d a 

d B D 2 1 h e a c 

e B E 3 2 f b d h 

f C E 4 3 i g b e 

g C F - 4 - - f i 

h E D 5 2 j k e d 

i F E 7 4 l m g f 

j G D - 5 - - k h 

k E G 6 5 o l h j 

l E H 7 6 m i k o 

m F H 8 7 p n i l 

n F I - 8 - - m p 

o H G - 6 - - l k 

p I H - 8 - - n m 

 

Figure 2.5: Edge table for the mesh represented by figure 2.4 
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Note: '-' means that information is not available. This will happen for cases where an 

edge does not have a left face or an edge does not have a right face. If we had configured 

the mesh differently or chose different start and end vertices for the edges in the mesh, 

then the contents of the edge table may vary.  

 

 It will be very advantageous to have the edge list, vertex list, and face list that 

comprise the winged-edge data structure for the mesh set as global lists. This will make 

updating information in the lists much easier when we need to access any elements from 

any of the tables to perform pointer computations.  

 

2.4 Getting the Removed Face 
 

 

 Prior to actually subdividing a face in a mesh, it is necessary to first determine 

which face needs to be subdivided. The basic idea is that the face to be subdivided is the 

face that the user clicks on. Therefore, the determination of the face to be subdivided and 

removed is based on the X, Y, and Z position of the coordinate that represents where the 

user clicked.  

 The face that is subdivided is the face that contains the clicked point. Therefore, 

to figure out which face needs to be subdivided, we only need to find out in which of the 

mesh’s faces the clicked point lies. To do this, we must check each face of the mesh and 

figure out the three vertices that make up the removed face. After determining the three 

vertices that comprise the clicked face, at each vertex that makes up the subdivided face, 

two vectors are formed: one vector that goes from the current vertex to the position of the 
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clicked point and another vector that goes from the current vertex to an adjacent 

clockwise or counterclockwise vertex that makes up the removed face. Once the two 

vectors have been found, we calculate the cross product of the two vectors. We repeat 

this process for the other two vertices that make up the removed face.  It is important to 

make sure that the process is repeated by traversing the vertices in either a completely 

clockwise or counterclockwise manner. Do not traverse both counter-clockwise and 

clockwise over the three vertices when computing the cross product of vectors. 

 By the end, we should have three cross product calculations completed; one 

calculation performed at each vertex that made up the removed face. If all three 

calculations are either positive or negative, then it can be confirmed that the clicked point 

does indeed lie in the face. Every face is checked until this condition is true. If this 

condition is never met, then that means that the user clicked on a point that was not a face 

on the mesh. It can be determined that the point lies in the given face if the three cross 

product calculations are the same sign because that means that the normal vectors 

resulting from the calculations are all pointing in the same direction. Figures 2.6 and 2.7 

are examples of what the vectors formed for a face look like when a point does lie within 

the confines of the face. Figure 2.8 shows a point that does not lie on the face. This 

causes the cross product calculations results to be positive and negative causing an 

inconsistency in the direction of the normal vectors. 
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Figure 2.6: The orientation of vectors with all positive cross products. Notice that the 

normal vector comes out of the page. 

 

Figure 2.7: The orientation of vectors with all negative cross products. Notice that the 

normal vector goes into the page. 
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Figure 2.8: The clicked point lies outside of the face. Notice that the normal vectors point 

in opposite directions. They point both into the page and out of the page. 

 

 

2.5 The Subdivision Algorithm 
 

 

 The main idea behind the subdivision algorithm is that a face, when clicked upon, 

must subdivide into three smaller faces based around the point in which the face was 

clicked. This allows the user to control where they choose to subdivide every face 

without modifying the shape of the mesh. This algorithm is also referred to as the “split 

face” algorithm. The split face algorithm developed in this project is designed to work 

only on triangular shaped faces. The following is an example of how the face subdivides 

with the dot representing the part of the face that was clicked. 

 

Figure 2.9: A face being subdivided by the split face algorithm 
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 Using this example, several observations can be made. The original polygon 

consisted of one face, three edges, and three vertices. After the face was subdivided 

however, the resulting polygons consist of three faces, six edges, and four vertices. 

Notice that as a result of the subdivision, one new vertex and three more edges were 

created. Also notice that three new faces were created while the original face that made 

up the subdivided polygon is no more. This means that the algorithm will result in three 

new edges added to the edge table, one new vertex added to the vertex table, and three 

new faces added to the face table. Because the subdivision of a face results in the removal 

of the subdivided face from the polygonal mesh, we will need to somehow account for 

this in the face table. Rather than having to constantly modify the contents of the face 

table after each subdivision by removing the deleted face from the list, we can instead 

simply add a “removed” flag to the face class in the code. Therefore, if a face has been 

removed due because it was subdivided, we set the “removed” flag for that particular face 

and ignore all removed faces when accessing the face table.  

 The winged-edge data structure is only concerned with making sure that all the 

information held by every edge is accurate. Therefore, this algorithm works by making 

sure that the newly created vertex, edges, and faces all relate to each other correctly. Then 

the missing connections for the new edges are filled so that they become connected to the 

rest of the edge table. Figure 2.10 shows the resulting configuration of the newly 

generated mesh data during subdivision.  
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Figure 2.10: Representation of the new mesh data created from a subdivided face 

 

 The dotted lines serve to show the shape of the new faces without including the 

old edges. Every newly created item has also been assigned a name to help with the 

understanding. These assignments are not arbitrary. Notice that the edges and faces are 

ordered in a clockwise manner and that the corresponding face for an edge, an example 

being face f1 corresponding for edge e1, always precedes its corresponding edge if 

traversing over each element in a clockwise fashion while considering faces and edges. 

Again, this is to maintain consistency across every subdivision that occurs.  

 In order to maintain consistency, a standard must be created and followed with 

every subdivision. Every time a face is subdivided, the newly created mesh data will be 

related to each other as shown by figure 2.10. The split face algorithm begins by first 

setting the end vertex of all the new edges to be the newly created vertex. This is v1 in the 

case of figure 2.10. Given this fact, the rest of the information can be determined solely 

from the organization of the new mesh data created from the subdivision. Without 

considering the old edges, we are able to fill out information for the new edges' end 
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vertex, left and right faces, left face predecessor edge, and right face successor edge using 

clockwise traversal on this formation. Essentially, the new mesh data for every 

subdivided face should have an edge table resembling the following. 

 

Edge Vertices Faces Left Traverse Right Traverse 

Name Start End Left Right Pred Succ Pred Succ 

e1 ? v1 f2 f1 e2 ? ? e3 

e2 ? v1 f3 f2 e3 ? ? e1 

e3 ? v1 f1 f3 e1 ? ? e2 

 

Figure 2.11: Edge table for the new edges of a subdivided face. 

 

Note: '?' indicates that the information is currently missing and unknown for the given 

edge. 

 

 After this information has been set for all the new edges, the next step is to set the 

start vertices of the new edges to a corresponding vertex that made up the removed face. 

One way to do this is to find the original edges that made up the subdivided face. Then 

map one of the new edges’ start vertex to the start or end vertex of the old edge and then 

following the clockwise order, map the other start vertices of the other two new edges to 

the corresponding vertices of the old edges respectively. The following diagram shows an 

example of this. 
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Figure 2.12: Set start vertex for new edges by mapping to the vertices of the removed 

face. 

 

 In the above diagram, the 'fe#' edges refer to the original edges that comprised the 

subdivided face. It is important to note that the first newly created edge, in this case 'e1', 

does not always have to map its start vertex to the vertex between edges 'fe1' and 'fe2' as 

shown in the diagram above. The important thing to keep in mind is that the start vertices 

of the new edges should maintain their clockwise order after they have been mapped to 

the original vertices of the subdivided face. 

 Once the start vertices have been mapped, the subdivided face can be represented 

by the following figure. 
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Figure 2.13: Representation of subdivided with new edge start vertex mapped to old mesh 

data 

 

 Even though it may appear that the face has completed its subdivision, the newly 

created edges are still incomplete. The new edges do not yet have information for their 

left face successor edges and right face predecessor edges. But because the start vertices 

of the newly created edges have been mapped to the vertices of the subdivided face, we 

are able to determine which of the original three edges that made up the subdivided face 

represents the left face successor edge and right face predecessor edge for any given new 

edge. We do this by traversing each new edge's corresponding left and right face in a 

clockwise order and checking to see where each new edge's start vertex is relative to each 

old edge's start and end vertices. For the above example, the following edge table can be 

completed. 
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Edge Vertices Faces Left Traverse Right Traverse 

Name Start End Left Right Pred Succ Pred Succ 

e1 A v1 f2 f1 e2 fe2 fe1 e3 

e2 B v1 f3 f2 e3 fe3 fe2 e1 

e3 C v1 f1 f3 e1 fe1 fe3 e2 

 

Figure 2.14: Edge table for the new edges of a subdivided face completed 

 

 In the same context, we also now know how the old edges that make up the 

removed face relate to the new edges. Because the old edges that made up the subdivided 

face contained information based on the face prior to the subdivision, their information 

also needs to be updated to account for the changes in the mesh data. For each old edge, 

if the subdivided face was the old edge's left face, then the old edge's left face, left face 

predecessor edge, and left face successor edge information needs to be updated. In the 

same manner, if the subdivided face was the old edge's right face, then the old edge's 

right face, right face predecessor, and right face successor information needs to be 

updated. Much like updating information for the new edges, updating information for the 

old edges is simply done by traversing the appropriate left or right face of the old edge 

clockwise and then determining the proper new face, predecessor edge, and successor 

edge for that old edge. 

 We will also need to properly update the edge list, vertex list, and face list that 

make up the winged-edge data structure to account for the new vertex, new edges, and 

new faces that have been created as a result of the subdivision. 
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3. GRAPHICS DEVELOPMENT 

 

3.1 Rendering the Mesh  
 

 

 Once the development of the split face algorithm is complete, the next phase is to 

actually render the winged edge data structure in an OpenGL environment so that the 

mesh can be viewed in 3D space. This paper will not go into the details of how to write a 

functioning OpenGL program because the information involved goes beyond the scope of 

this topic. For sample OpenGL code, refer to Appendix C.  

 One way to render the mesh is to loop through all the faces that make up the mesh 

and render each face one at a time. This can be done by rendering all the vertices that 

form the faces of the mesh, three vertices at a time with every three vertices representing 

one face, using the “GL_TRIANGLES” topology. OpenGL will take every three vertices 

of the mesh object list and render a face based on the information. Therefore, as long as 

the vertices are ordered such that, starting at the beginning of the list, every three vertices 

corresponds to one face in the mesh, there should be no problems. It may also help to 

render the mesh using the “GL_LINE” polygon mode so that the mesh object will appear 

as a wireframe and we can see all the individual edges that form the mesh. For this 

project, the rendering code for the mesh was placed in the “Display” function of the 

OpenGL code. This makes it so that even after the faces have been subdivided and 

vertices have been moved around, the computer is always rendering the most updated 

mesh information. This is not the most efficient way to render a 3D object but because 

our object consists of such a small number of faces and vertices, it should not matter. For 
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objects that have a significantly larger number of polygons, this method of rendering may 

become sluggish and vertex buffer objects should be used instead. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: The rendered planar mesh in a 3D environment 

 

3.2 Picking and Subdividing in 3D 
 

 

 Now that the mesh is rendered in 3D, the next step is to implement code so that 

faces and vertices can be picked by clicking on them. This would allow the user to 

interact with the program by splitting faces and moving vertices with the click and drag 

of a mouse.  

 The main idea behind the implementation of picking is that an object is picked 

when the mouse clicks on a section of colored pixels. Essentially, there are two frame 

buffers being rendered: one that shows the expected form of the mesh and another that is 
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only used for picking purposes and cannot be seen by the user. Picking can be done by 

assigning a pick name to every object that we would like to be able to pick in the object 

mesh. This can done by using the function “glLoadName(int number)”. Essentially the 

function assigns an object with a number we provide. We know which object we picked 

based on value returned to us when an object is clicked. For this project, the picked object 

we are concerned with is the picked object with the lowest Z-value. The lower the Z 

value, the closer the picked object is, relative to 3D space, to the user. When rendering 

the mesh, we want to render it two different ways. In addition to the basic mesh render, 

we also need to render it such that, in the background, every face of the mesh is colored 

and can be picked. Remember that both faces and vertices should be able to be picked as 

well. Therefore, the vertices also need to be rendered in such a way that they can be 

picked. In this project, the vertices are rendered as full spheres located at the coordinates 

of each vertex of the mesh. By not using the “glutSwapBuffers()” function call during 

picking, this ensures that the user never sees the renders used for picking and only sees 

the basic render of the object.  

 

3.3 Manipulating the Picked Object 
 

 

 If a face has been picked, it should be subdivided. To do this, the 2D position of 

the clicked mouse point needs to be converted into the corresponding 3D position on the 

face. After determining that a valid object has been picked based on the clicked point, the 

program checks to make sure that the clicked object corresponds to one of the faces that 

comprise the mesh. The split face algorithm then subdivides the face based on this 3D 
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point. The code for doing this is placed in the “MouseButton” function of the OpenGL 

code for the case when the left mouse button is pressed down. When a face on the mesh 

in the model viewer is clicked, the face subdivides in real-time. 

 If a vertex has been picked, the position of the vertices should change based on 

the number of pixels traversed in the X-direction or the Y-direction when moving the 

mouse. This happens for the situations when the valid object picked is not a mesh face 

but rather a mesh vertex point. The code for doing this is placed in the “MouseMotion” 

function of the Open GL code for the case when the left mouse button is held down and 

dragged. As the picked vertex is moved, the positions of the vertex’s adjacent edges also 

change in real-time. This is due to the influence of the winged-edge data structure. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: The rendered planar mesh with subdivided faces 
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Figure 3.3: The rendered planar mesh with repositioned vertices 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 

 

 

 The result of this project for implementing a multi-resolution geometry modeler 

shows that such a concept is possible. By clicking on different faces of the mesh, the 

faces are able to be subdivided in real time and it is very easy to continually keep 

subdividing a group of faces over and over. With each subdivision, the polygons that the 

user is able to work with get smaller, providing greater possibilities of detail. Vertices are 

also able to be dragged around and moved around in real time. This allows the user even 

more precision to transform the mesh into whatever shape they want. Even after all the 

manipulations, the mesh still retains its form indicating that the subdivision algorithm is 

performing as expected.  

 Though the mesh used throughout the development of the project is very simple, 

the completed project shows that the proof of concept works. By applying this concept to 

a more sophisticated 3D object, this could significantly improve the way 3D computer 

graphics artists add detail to any area of their chosen mesh.  
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5. FUTURE WORK 
 

 

 

 This project resulted in the creation and development of a proof of concept. Many 

more features and additions would need to be completed to transform the basic multi-

resolution geometry modeler into a robust piece of software.  

 One of these possible additions would be to modify the program to read and load 

in data from an object file. The code would then be responsible for parsing the 

information in the object file into a winged-edge data structure. This then enables the user 

to manipulate and subdivide the faces of any mesh of their choosing. They would not be 

limited to the hard-coded planar mesh that was used for the purposes of this project.  

 Another possible feature is to integrate a subdivision surfacing scheme into the 

program. This would allow the user to smooth out the mesh after they have finished 

modifying it and are done with the detail work. The user could keep subdividing faces, 

changing vertex positions, and adding more detail until they are satisfied with the overall 

shape of the mesh, then subdivision surfaces can be applied with each application of the 

scheme smoothing out the mesh until all that is left is a beautifully carved 3D model. 

 Lastly, to allow the project to manifest into a more widely used tool in industry, 

the proof of concept resulting from this project could be tweaked to become some sort of 

plug-in for the various 3D computer graphics program. This in turn would allow the 

computer graphics software to have another feature that artists can use as they work to 

translate their vision into a 3D model.  
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7. APPENDICES 
 

 

 

Note: All code appearing in the following sections were written using the C++ 

programming language. 

 

7.1 APPENDIX A: Helpful Functions 
 

 

This section contains sample code for various functions that were utilized over the 

course of project development. These functions are based on known mathematical 

concepts and are assumed to be prior knowledge.  

 

Sample code for the dot product of two vectors: 

float Dot( float v1[3], float v2[3] ) 
{ 
 return v1[0]*v2[0] + v1[1]*v2[1] + v1[2]*v2[2]; 
} 
 
 

Sample code for the cross product of two vectors: 

 
void Cross( float v1[3], float v2[3], float vout[3] ) 
{ 
 float tmp[3]; 
 
 tmp[0] = v1[1]*v2[2] - v2[1]*v1[2]; 
 tmp[1] = v2[0]*v1[2] - v1[0]*v2[2]; 
 tmp[2] = v1[0]*v2[1] - v2[0]*v1[1]; 
 
 vout[0] = tmp[0]; 
 vout[1] = tmp[1]; 
 vout[2] = tmp[2]; 
} 

 

 

Sample code for finding the unit vector of a given vector: 

 
float Unit( float vin[3], float vout[3] ) 
{ 
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 float dist = vin[0]*vin[0] + vin[1]*vin[1] + vin[2]*vin[2]; 
 
 if( dist > 0.0 ) 
 { 
  dist = sqrt( dist ); 
  vout[0] = vin[0] / dist; 
  vout[1] = vin[1] / dist; 
  vout[2] = vin[2] / dist; 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  vout[0] = vin[0]; 
  vout[1] = vin[1]; 
  vout[2] = vin[2]; 
 } 
 
 return dist; 
} 

 

 

7.2 APPENDIX B: Project Code Samples 
 

 

 This section contains code samples from the source code of the project. These 

code samples are meant to be used as references for those implementing their own 

version of the project.  

 

Source code for the split face algorithm: 

Vertex* split_triangle(float click_x, float click_y, float click_z, Face 
*removed_face, Vertex **vertex_list,  
 Face **face_list, Edge **edge_list) 
{ 
 //If there is no face removed, don't split 
 if (removed_face == NULL) 
 { 
  cout << "Unable to split face. Invalid action." << "\n\n"; 
  return NULL; 
 } 
   
 Edge *edgeNew1, *edgeNew2, *edgeNew3; //The three new edges created 
 Face *faceNew1, *faceNew2, *faceNew3; //The three new faces created 
 Vertex *vertexNew; //The new vertex that refers to the point that was 
clicked 
 Edge **removedFaceEdges = new Edge*[3]; //The three edges that comprise the 
removed face 
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 int old_total_vertices = total_vertices; 
 int old_total_faces = total_faces; 
 int old_total_edges = total_edges; 
 
 total_vertices = total_vertices + 1; 
 total_faces = total_faces + 3; 
 total_edges = total_edges + 3; 
 
 //New size updated arrays 
 Vertex** updated_vertices = new Vertex*[total_vertices]; //1 new vertex 
 Face** updated_faces = new Face*[total_faces]; //3 new faces 
 Edge** updated_edges = new Edge*[total_edges]; //3 new edges 
 
 for (int i = 0; i < old_total_vertices; i++) 
 { 
  updated_vertices[i] = vertex_list[i]; 
 } 
 for (int i = 0; i < old_total_faces; i++) 
 { 
  updated_faces[i] = face_list[i]; 
 } 
 for (int i = 0; i < old_total_edges; i++) 
 { 
  updated_edges[i] = edge_list[i]; 
 } 
 
 //Initialize the new edges, faces, and vertex 
 edgeNew1 = new Edge(); 
 edgeNew2 = new Edge(); 
 edgeNew3 = new Edge(); 
 faceNew1 = new Face(); 
 faceNew2 = new Face(); 
 faceNew3 = new Face(); 
 vertexNew = new Vertex(); 
 
 //Set up the new vertex 
 vertexNew->x = click_x; 
 vertexNew->y = click_y; 
 vertexNew->z = click_z; 
 
 //Set up the left face and right face for the new edges - OK!! 
 edgeNew1->left = faceNew2; 
 edgeNew1->right = faceNew1; 
 edgeNew2->left = faceNew3; 
 edgeNew2->right = faceNew2; 
 edgeNew3->left = faceNew1; 
 edgeNew3->right = faceNew3; 
 
 //Initialize the faces and vertex new incidence edges - OK!! 
 faceNew1->incidEdge = edgeNew1; //edge's right face 
 faceNew2->incidEdge = edgeNew2; 
 faceNew3->incidEdge = edgeNew3; 
 faceNew1->removed = false; 
 faceNew2->removed = false; 
 faceNew3->removed = false; 
 vertexNew->incidEdge = edgeNew1; 
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 //Set up the left face predecessor and right face successor for the new 
edges  
 edgeNew1->left_prev = edgeNew2; 
 edgeNew1->right_next = edgeNew3; 
 edgeNew2->left_prev = edgeNew3; 
 edgeNew2->right_next = edgeNew1; 
 edgeNew3->left_prev = edgeNew1; 
 edgeNew3->right_next = edgeNew2; 
 
 //Set up the start and end vertices for the new edges - all end points of 
edges same  
 edgeNew1->end = vertexNew; 
 edgeNew2->end = vertexNew; 
 edgeNew3->end = vertexNew; 
 
 //Step through all the edges to begin search of edges that comprise the 
removed face 
 bool rightFace = false; //true = right face, false = left face 
 
 for (int i = 0; i < old_total_edges; i++) 
 { 
  if (updated_edges[i]->left == removed_face) // if left face of edge 
removed, set first edge of removed face (first of 3 edges) 
  { 
   removedFaceEdges[0] = updated_edges[i]; 
  }  
  if (updated_edges[i]->right == removed_face) 
  { 
   removedFaceEdges[0] = updated_edges[i]; //want edge to have 
right face that was removed 
   rightFace = true; 
   break; 
  } 
 } 
 
 //Assign the start vertices for the new edges 
 //Try assigning start based on whether left or right face removed, do not 
assume right  
 if (rightFace == true) 
 { 
  removedFaceEdges[1] = removedFaceEdges[0]->right_next; //edges right 
successor 
  removedFaceEdges[2] = removedFaceEdges[0]->right_prev; //edges right 
predecessor, now have 3 edges that comprise face 
  edgeNew1->start = removedFaceEdges[0]->start; 
  if (removedFaceEdges[1]->end == removedFaceEdges[0]->end) //o-->--0-
-<--o 
  { 
   edgeNew2->start = removedFaceEdges[1]->end; 
   if (removedFaceEdges[2]->start == removedFaceEdges[0]->start) 
    edgeNew3->start = removedFaceEdges[2]->end; 
   else  
    edgeNew3->start = removedFaceEdges[2]->start;   
  } 
  else if (removedFaceEdges[1]->end != removedFaceEdges[0]->end) 
  { 
   edgeNew2->start = removedFaceEdges[1]->start; 
   if (removedFaceEdges[2]->start == removedFaceEdges[0]->start) 
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    edgeNew3->start = removedFaceEdges[2]->end; 
   else  
    edgeNew3->start = removedFaceEdges[2]->start; 
  } 
 } 
 else if (rightFace == false) 
 { 
  removedFaceEdges[1] = removedFaceEdges[0]->left_next;  
  removedFaceEdges[2] = removedFaceEdges[0]->left_prev;  
  edgeNew1->start = removedFaceEdges[0]->end; 
  if (removedFaceEdges[1]->end == removedFaceEdges[0]->start)  
  { 
   edgeNew2->start = removedFaceEdges[1]->end; 
   if (removedFaceEdges[2]->start == removedFaceEdges[0]->end) 
    edgeNew3->start = removedFaceEdges[2]->end; 
   else  
    edgeNew3->start = removedFaceEdges[2]->start; 
  } 
  else if (removedFaceEdges[1]->end != removedFaceEdges[0]->start)  
  { 
   edgeNew2->start = removedFaceEdges[1]->start; 
   if (removedFaceEdges[2]->start == removedFaceEdges[0]->end) 
    edgeNew3->start = removedFaceEdges[2]->end; 
   else  
    edgeNew3->start = removedFaceEdges[2]->start; 
  } 
 } 
 
 //Assign left face successor and right face predecessor for new edges  
 for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
 { 
  //Left successor 
  if ((edgeNew1->start == removedFaceEdges[i]->start && edgeNew2-
>start == removedFaceEdges[i]->end) ||  
   (edgeNew1->start == removedFaceEdges[i]->end && edgeNew2-
>start == removedFaceEdges[i]->start)) 
  { 
   edgeNew1->left_next = removedFaceEdges[i]; 
  } 
  //Right predecessor 
  if ((edgeNew1->start == removedFaceEdges[i]->start && edgeNew3-
>start == removedFaceEdges[i]->end) || 
   (edgeNew1->start == removedFaceEdges[i]->end && edgeNew3-
>start == removedFaceEdges[i]->start)) 
  { 
   edgeNew1->right_prev = removedFaceEdges[i]; 
  } 
  //Left successor 
  if ((edgeNew2->start == removedFaceEdges[i]->start && edgeNew3-
>start == removedFaceEdges[i]->end) || 
   (edgeNew2->start == removedFaceEdges[i]->end && edgeNew3-
>start == removedFaceEdges[i]->start)) 
  { 
   edgeNew2->left_next = removedFaceEdges[i]; 
  } 
  //Right predecessor 
  if ((edgeNew2->start == removedFaceEdges[i]->start && edgeNew1-
>start == removedFaceEdges[i]->end) || 
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   (edgeNew2->start == removedFaceEdges[i]->end && edgeNew1-
>start == removedFaceEdges[i]->start)) 
  { 
   edgeNew2->right_prev = removedFaceEdges[i]; 
  } 
  //Left successor 
  if ((edgeNew3->start == removedFaceEdges[i]->start && edgeNew1-
>start == removedFaceEdges[i]->end) || 
   (edgeNew3->start == removedFaceEdges[i]->end && edgeNew1-
>start == removedFaceEdges[i]->start)) 
  { 
   edgeNew3->left_next = removedFaceEdges[i]; 
  } 
  //Right predecessor 
  if ((edgeNew3->start == removedFaceEdges[i]->start && edgeNew2-
>start == removedFaceEdges[i]->end) || 
   (edgeNew3->start == removedFaceEdges[i]->end && edgeNew2-
>start == removedFaceEdges[i]->start)) 
  { 
   edgeNew3->right_prev = removedFaceEdges[i]; 
  } 
 } 
   
 //This code properly updates the old edges information to account for the 
removed face and parameters affected. 
 for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++)   { 
  if (removedFaceEdges[i]->right == removed_face) 
  { 
   if (edgeNew1->right_prev == removedFaceEdges[i]) 
   { 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->right = faceNew1; 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->right_prev = edgeNew3; 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->right_next = edgeNew1; 
   } 
   if (edgeNew2->right_prev == removedFaceEdges[i]) 
   { 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->right = faceNew2; 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->right_prev = edgeNew1; 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->right_next = edgeNew2; 
   } 
   if (edgeNew3->right_prev == removedFaceEdges[i]) 
   { 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->right = faceNew3; 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->right_prev = edgeNew2; 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->right_next = edgeNew3; 
   } 
  } 
  else if (removedFaceEdges[i]->left = removed_face) 
  { 
   if (edgeNew1->left_next == removedFaceEdges[i]) 
   { 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->left = faceNew2; 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->left_prev = edgeNew1; 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->left_next = edgeNew2; 
   } 
   if (edgeNew2->left_next == removedFaceEdges[i]) 
   { 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->left = faceNew3; 
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    removedFaceEdges[i]->left_prev = edgeNew2; 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->left_next = edgeNew3; 
   } 
   if (edgeNew3->left_next == updated_edges[i]) 
   { 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->left = faceNew1; 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->left_prev = edgeNew3; 
    removedFaceEdges[i]->left_next = edgeNew1; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 //Remove old face 
 removed_face->removed = true; 
 
 /* Need to update the "next" in the list for vertices and faces 
  */ 
 //Update 'next' of new vertices as well as their positions in the vertex 
list 
 updated_vertices[old_total_vertices - 1]->next = vertexNew; 
 vertexNew->next = updated_vertices[0]; 
 updated_vertices[total_vertices - 1] = vertexNew; 
 
 //Update 'next' of new faces as well as their positions in the face list 
 updated_faces[old_total_faces - 1]->next = faceNew1; 
 faceNew1->next = faceNew2; faceNew2->next = faceNew3; faceNew3->next = 
updated_faces[0]; 
 updated_faces[old_total_faces] = faceNew1; 
 updated_faces[old_total_faces + 1] = faceNew2; 
 updated_faces[old_total_faces + 2] = faceNew3; 
 updated_edges[old_total_edges] = edgeNew1; 
 updated_edges[old_total_edges + 1] = edgeNew2; 
 updated_edges[old_total_edges + 2] = edgeNew3; 
 
 //Update the arrays to newest versions 
 delete(vertices); 
 delete(faces); 
 delete(edges); 
 delete(removedFaceEdges); 
 
 vertices = updated_vertices; 
 faces = updated_faces; 
 edges = updated_edges; 
 
 numRemovedFaces++; //add to number of removed faces for drawing purposes 
 
 return vertexNew; //return new vertex created  
} 
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Source code for getting the face to be removed/split based on the 3D coordinate of the 

clicked mouse position: 

Face* get_removed_face(float x, float y, float z, Vertex **vertex_list, Face 
**face_list, Edge **edge_list) 
{ 
 Vertex** f_v_makeup = new Vertex*[total_faces*3]; //each face is comprised 
of 3 different vertices 
 Vertex** face_vertices = new Vertex*[3]; //3 vertices of each face 
 int f_v_counter = 0; //keep track of vertices for the faces 
 Vertex *n = new Vertex; //n vector 
 Vertex *nL = new Vertex; //n vector left (1st vertice) 
 Vertex *nM = new Vertex; //n vector middle (2nd 'mid' vertice) 
 Vertex *nR = new Vertex; //n vector right (3rd vertice) 
  
 Vertex *tempA = new Vertex; //for cross-product calculations 
 Vertex *tempB = new Vertex; 
 
 //Get an array where each 3 items represents the vertices that make up one 
face 
 for (int i = 0; i < total_faces; i++) 
 { 
 
  if (face_list[i]->removed == true) //if the face checked has been 
removed to prevent reading data from an incorrect position  
  { 
    f_v_counter += 3; //automatically update the counter  
    continue; 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   face_vertices = get_face_vertices(face_list, face_list[i]); 
  } 
 
  f_v_makeup[f_v_counter] = face_vertices[0]; 
  f_v_counter++; 
  f_v_makeup[f_v_counter] = face_vertices[1]; 
  f_v_counter++; 
  f_v_makeup[f_v_counter] = face_vertices[2]; 
  f_v_counter++; 
 
  //Calculator normal vector to face   
  tempA->x = f_v_makeup[(i*3)+2]->x - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->x; 
  tempA->y = f_v_makeup[(i*3)+2]->y - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->y; 
  tempA->z = f_v_makeup[(i*3)+2]->z - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->z; 
  tempB->x = f_v_makeup[(i*3)]->x - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->x; 
  tempB->y = f_v_makeup[(i*3)]->y - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->y; 
  tempB->z = f_v_makeup[(i*3)]->z - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->z; 
  n = cross_product(tempA, tempB); 
  removed_face_normal = get_unit_normal(n); 
   
  //Make sure that we are not trying to read data from a removed face 
  if (face_list[i]->removed == false) 
  { 
   //Calculate cross product for one of the vertices 'left' 
   tempA->x = f_v_makeup[(i*3)+2]->x - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->x; 
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   tempA->y = f_v_makeup[(i*3)+2]->y - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->y; 
   tempA->z = f_v_makeup[(i*3)+2]->z - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->z; 
   tempB->x = x - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->x; 
   tempB->y = y - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->y; 
   tempB->z = z - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->z; 
   nL = cross_product(tempA, tempB); 
 
   //Calculate cross product for one of the vertices 'mid' 
   tempA->x = f_v_makeup[(i*3)]->x - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+2]->x; 
   tempA->y = f_v_makeup[(i*3)]->y - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+2]->y; 
   tempA->z = f_v_makeup[(i*3)]->z - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+2]->z; 
   tempB->x = x - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+2]->x; 
   tempB->y = y - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+2]->y; 
   tempB->z = z - f_v_makeup[(i*3)+2]->z; 
   nM = cross_product(tempA, tempB); 
 
   //Calculate cross product for one of the vertices 'right' 
   tempA->x = f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->x - f_v_makeup[(i*3)]->x; 
   tempA->y = f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->y - f_v_makeup[(i*3)]->y; 
   tempA->z = f_v_makeup[(i*3)+1]->z - f_v_makeup[(i*3)]->z; 
   tempB->x = x - f_v_makeup[(i*3)]->x; 
   tempB->y = y - f_v_makeup[(i*3)]->y; 
   tempB->z = z - f_v_makeup[(i*3)]->z; 
   nR = cross_product(tempA, tempB); 
  } 
 
  //As long as the z-coord is all same sign, point is in face. This 
code makes it so CW/CCW orientation does not matter 
  if ((nL->z > 0 && nM->z > 0 && nR->z > 0) || (nL->z < 0 && nM->z < 0 
&& nR->z < 0)) 
  { 
   //cout << "Face Removed: " << i+1 << "\n\n"; //debug line 
   return face_list[i]; 
  } 
 } 
 
 return NULL; 
} 
 
 
 

 

Source code for getting the three vertices that make up a given face on the mesh: 

 
Vertex** get_face_vertices(Face** face_list, Face* face) 
{ 
 Vertex *tempThirdVertex; 
 Face* removed_face = face; 
 Vertex** face_vertices = new Vertex*[3]; 
 
 if (removed_face->removed == true) //if the face checked has been removed 
to prevent reading data from an incorrect position  
 {  
  //Do nothing 
 } 
 else 
 { 
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  for (int j = 0; j < total_edges; j++) 
  { 
   if (edges[j]->left == removed_face && (edges[j]->start != 
removed_face->incidEdge->start && edges[j]->start != removed_face->incidEdge-
>end)) 
   { 
    tempThirdVertex = edges[j]->start; 
    break; 
   } 
   if (edges[j]->left == removed_face && (edges[j]->end != 
removed_face->incidEdge->start && edges[j]->end != removed_face->incidEdge->end)) 
   { 
    tempThirdVertex = edges[j]->end; 
    break; 
   } 
   if (edges[j]->right == removed_face && (edges[j]->end != 
removed_face->incidEdge->start && edges[j]->end != removed_face->incidEdge->end)) 
   { 
    tempThirdVertex = edges[j]->end; 
    break; 
   } 
   if (edges[j]->right == removed_face && (edges[j]->start != 
removed_face->incidEdge->start && edges[j]->start != removed_face->incidEdge-
>end)) 
   { 
    tempThirdVertex = edges[j]->start; 
    break; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
 face_vertices[0] = removed_face->incidEdge->start; 
 face_vertices[1] = removed_face->incidEdge->end; 
 face_vertices[2] = tempThirdVertex; 
 
 return face_vertices; 
} 
 

 

7.3 APPENDIX C: Sample OpenGL code 
 

 

 This section contains code for a sample OpenGL program that was used and 

modified for this project. The code is provided by Professor Mike Bailey. 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <ctype.h> 
#define _USE_MATH_DEFINES 
#include <math.h> 
#ifdef WIN32 
#include <windows.h> 
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#pragma warning(disable:4996) 
#endif 
 
#include <GL/gl.h> 
#include <GL/glu.h> 
#include "glut.h" 
#include "glui.h" 
 
// This is a sample OpenGL / GLUT / GLUI program 
// 
// The objective is to draw a 3d object and change the color of the axes 
//  with radio buttons 
// 
// The left mouse button allows rotation 
// The middle mouse button allows scaling 
// The glui window allows: 
//  1. The 3d object to be transformed 
//  2. The projection to be changed 
//  3. The color of the axes to be changed 
//  4. The axes to be turned on and off 
//  5. The transformations to be reset 
//  6. The program to quit 
// 
 
// 
// constants: 
// 
// NOTE: There are a bunch of good reasons to use const variables instead 
// of #define's.  However, Visual C++ does not allow a const variable 
// to be used as an array size or as the case in a switch() statement.  So in 
// the following, all constants are const variables except those which need to 
// be array sizes or cases in switch() statements.  Those are #defines. 
// 
// 
 
// title of these windows 
const char *WINDOWTITLE = { "OpenGL / GLUT / GLUI Sample -- Joe Graphics" }; 
const char *GLUITITLE   = { "User Interface Window" }; 
 
// what the glui package defines as true and false: 
const int GLUITRUE  = { true  }; 
const int GLUIFALSE = { false }; 
 
// the escape key: 
#define ESCAPE  0x1b 
 
// initial window size: 
const int INIT_WINDOW_SIZE = { 600 }; 
 
// size of the box: 
const float BOXSIZE = { 2.f }; 
 
// multiplication factors for input interaction: 
//  (these are known from previous experience) 
const float ANGFACT = { 1. }; 
const float SCLFACT = { 0.005f }; 
 
// able to use the left mouse for either rotation or scaling, 
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// in case have only a 2-button mouse: 
enum LeftButton 
{ 
 ROTATE, 
 SCALE 
}; 
 
// minimum allowable scale factor: 
const float MINSCALE = { 0.05f }; 
 
// active mouse buttons (or them together): 
const int LEFT   = { 4 }; 
const int MIDDLE = { 2 }; 
const int RIGHT  = { 1 }; 
 
// which projection: 
enum Projections 
{ 
 ORTHO, 
 PERSP 
}; 
 
// which button: 
enum ButtonVals 
{ 
 RESET, 
 QUIT 
}; 
 
// window background color (rgba): 
const float BACKCOLOR[] = { 0., 0., 0., 0. }; 
 
// line width for the axes: 
const GLfloat AXES_WIDTH   = { 3. }; 
 
// fog parameters: 
const GLfloat FOGCOLOR[4] = { .0, .0, .0, 1. }; 
const GLenum  FOGMODE     = { GL_LINEAR }; 
const GLfloat FOGDENSITY  = { 0.30f }; 
const GLfloat FOGSTART    = { 1.5 }; 
const GLfloat FOGEND      = { 4. }; 
 
// 
// non-constant global variables: 
// 
int ActiveButton;  // current button that is down 
GLuint AxesList;  // list to hold the axes 
int AxesOn;   // != 0 means to draw the axes 
int DebugOn;   // != 0 means to print debugging info 
int DepthCueOn;  // != 0 means to use intensity depth cueing 
GLUI * Glui;   // instance of glui window 
int GluiWindow;  // the glut id for the glui window 
int LeftButton;  // either ROTATE or SCALE 
GLuint BoxList;  // object display list 
int MainWindow;  // window id for main graphics window 
GLfloat RotMatrix[4][4]; // set by glui rotation widget 
float Scale, Scale2;  // scaling factors 
int WhichColor;  // index into Colors[] 
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int WhichProjection; // ORTHO or PERSP 
int Xmouse, Ymouse;  // mouse values 
float Xrot, Yrot;  // rotation angles in degrees 
float TransXYZ[3];  // set by glui translation widgets 
 
// 
// function prototypes: 
// 
void Animate( void ); 
void Buttons( int ); 
void Display( void ); 
void DoRasterString( float, float, float, char * ); 
void DoStrokeString( float, float, float, float, char * ); 
float ElapsedSeconds( void ); 
void InitGlui( void ); 
void InitGraphics( void ); 
void InitLists( void ); 
void Keyboard( unsigned char, int, int ); 
void MouseButton( int, int, int, int ); 
void MouseMotion( int, int ); 
void Reset( void ); 
void Resize( int, int ); 
void Visibility( int ); 
 
void Arrow( float [3], float [3] ); 
void Axes( float ); 
void SBM( int, int, int ); 
void SBR( int, int, int ); 
void SBB( int, int ); 
 
// 
// main program: 
// 
int 
main( int argc, char *argv[] ) 
{ 
 // turn on the glut package: 
 // (do this before checking argc and argv since it might 
 // pull some command line arguments out) 
 glutInit( &argc, argv ); 
 
 // setup all the graphics stuff: 
 InitGraphics(); 
 
 // create the display structures that will not change: 
 InitLists(); 
 
 // init all the global variables used by Display(): 
 // this will also post a redisplay 
 // it is important to call this before InitGlui() 
 // so that the variables that glui will control are correct 
 // when each glui widget is created 
 Reset(); 
 
 // setup all the user interface stuff: 
 InitGlui(); 
 
 // draw the scene once and wait for some interaction: 
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 // (will never return) 
 glutMainLoop(); 
 
 // this is here to make the compiler happy: 
 return 0; 
} 
 
// 
// this is where one would put code that is to be called 
// everytime the glut main loop has nothing to do 
// 
// this is typically where animation parameters are set 
// 
// do not call Display() from here -- let glutMainLoop() do it 
// 
void 
Animate( void ) 
{ 
 // put animation stuff in here -- change some global variables 
 // for Display() to find: 
 
 // force a call to Display() next time it is convenient: 
 glutSetWindow( MainWindow ); 
 glutPostRedisplay(); 
} 
 
// 
// glui buttons callback: 
// 
void 
Buttons( int id ) 
{ 
 switch( id ) 
 { 
  case RESET: 
   Reset(); 
   Glui->sync_live(); 
   glutSetWindow( MainWindow ); 
   glutPostRedisplay(); 
   break; 
 
  case QUIT: 
   // gracefully close the glui window: 
   // gracefully close out the graphics: 
   // gracefully close the graphics window: 
   // gracefully exit the program: 
   Glui->close(); 
   glutSetWindow( MainWindow ); 
   glFinish(); 
   glutDestroyWindow( MainWindow ); 
   exit( 0 ); 
   break; 
 
  default: 
   fprintf( stderr, "Don't know what to do with Button ID %d\n", 
id ); 
 } 
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} 
 
// 
// draw the complete scene: 
// 
void 
Display( void ) 
{ 
 GLsizei vx, vy, v;  // viewport dimensions 
 GLint xl, yb;  // lower-left corner of viewport 
 GLfloat scale2;  // real glui scale factor 
 
 if( DebugOn != 0 ) 
 { 
  fprintf( stderr, "Display\n" ); 
 } 
 
 // set which window we want to do the graphics into: 
 glutSetWindow( MainWindow ); 
 
 // erase the background: 
 glDrawBuffer( GL_BACK ); 
 glClear( GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT ); 
 glEnable( GL_DEPTH_TEST ); 
 
 // specify shading to be flat: 
 glShadeModel( GL_FLAT ); 
 
 // set the viewport to a square centered in the window: 
 vx = glutGet( GLUT_WINDOW_WIDTH ); 
 vy = glutGet( GLUT_WINDOW_HEIGHT ); 
 v = vx < vy ? vx : vy;   // minimum dimension 
 xl = ( vx - v ) / 2; 
 yb = ( vy - v ) / 2; 
 glViewport( xl, yb,  v, v ); 
 
 // set the viewing volume: 
 // remember that the Z clipping  values are actually 
 // given as DISTANCES IN FRONT OF THE EYE 
 // USE gluOrtho2D() IF YOU ARE DOING 2D ! 
 glMatrixMode( GL_PROJECTION ); 
 glLoadIdentity(); 
 if( WhichProjection == ORTHO ) 
  glOrtho( -3., 3.,     -3., 3.,     0.1, 1000. ); 
 else 
  gluPerspective( 90., 1., 0.1, 1000. ); 
 
 // place the objects into the scene: 
 
 glMatrixMode( GL_MODELVIEW ); 
 glLoadIdentity(); 
 
 // set the eye position, look-at position, and up-vector: 
 // IF DOING 2D, REMOVE THIS -- OTHERWISE ALL YOUR 2D WILL DISAPPEAR ! 
 gluLookAt( 0., 0., 3.,     0., 0., 0.,     0., 1., 0. ); 
 
 // translate the objects in the scene: 
 // note the minus sign on the z value 
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 // this is to make the appearance of the glui z translate 
 // widget more intuitively match the translate behavior 
 // DO NOT TRANSLATE IN Z IF YOU ARE DOING 2D ! 
 glTranslatef( (GLfloat)TransXYZ[0], (GLfloat)TransXYZ[1], -
(GLfloat)TransXYZ[2] ); 
 
 // rotate the scene: 
 // DO NOT ROTATE (EXCEPT ABOUT Z) IF YOU ARE DOING 2D ! 
 glRotatef( (GLfloat)Yrot, 0., 1., 0. ); 
 glRotatef( (GLfloat)Xrot, 1., 0., 0. ); 
 glMultMatrixf( (const GLfloat *) RotMatrix ); 
 
 // uniformly scale the scene: 
 glScalef( (GLfloat)Scale, (GLfloat)Scale, (GLfloat)Scale ); 
 scale2 = 1. + Scale2;  // because glui translation starts at 0. 
 if( scale2 < MINSCALE ) 
  scale2 = MINSCALE; 
 glScalef( (GLfloat)scale2, (GLfloat)scale2, (GLfloat)scale2 ); 
 
 // set the fog parameters: 
 // DON'T NEED THIS IF DOING 2D ! 
 if( DepthCueOn != 0 ) 
 { 
  glFogi( GL_FOG_MODE, FOGMODE ); 
  glFogfv( GL_FOG_COLOR, FOGCOLOR ); 
  glFogf( GL_FOG_DENSITY, FOGDENSITY ); 
  glFogf( GL_FOG_START, FOGSTART ); 
  glFogf( GL_FOG_END, FOGEND ); 
  glEnable( GL_FOG ); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  glDisable( GL_FOG ); 
 } 
 
 // possibly draw the axes: 
 if( AxesOn != 0 ) 
 { 
  glColor3fv( &Colors[WhichColor][0] ); 
  glCallList( AxesList ); 
 } 
 
 // set the color of the object: 
 glColor3fv( Colors[WhichColor] ); 
 
 // draw the current object: 
 glCallList( BoxList ); 
 
 
 // draw some gratuitous text that just rotates on top of the scene: 
 glDisable( GL_DEPTH_TEST ); 
 glColor3f( 0., 1., 1. ); 
 DoRasterString( 0., 1., 0., "Text That Moves" ); 
 
 // draw some gratuitous text that is fixed on the screen: 
 // the projection matrix is reset to define a scene whose 
 // world coordinate system goes from 0-100 in each axis 
 // this is called "percent units", and is just a convenience 
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 // the modelview matrix is reset to identity as we don't 
 // want to transform these coordinates 
 
 glDisable( GL_DEPTH_TEST ); 
 glMatrixMode( GL_PROJECTION ); 
 glLoadIdentity(); 
 gluOrtho2D( 0., 100.,     0., 100. ); 
 glMatrixMode( GL_MODELVIEW ); 
 glLoadIdentity(); 
 glColor3f( 1., 1., 1. ); 
 DoRasterString( 5., 5., 0., "Text That Doesn't" ); 
 
 // swap the double-buffered framebuffers: 
 glutSwapBuffers(); 
 
 // be sure the graphics buffer has been sent: 
 // note: be sure to use glFlush() here, not glFinish() ! 
 glFlush(); 
} 
 
// 
// use glut to display a string of characters using a raster font: 
// 
void 
DoRasterString( float x, float y, float z, char *s ) 
{ 
 char c;   // one character to print 
 
 glRasterPos3f( (GLfloat)x, (GLfloat)y, (GLfloat)z ); 
 for( ; ( c = *s ) != '\0'; s++ ) 
 { 
  glutBitmapCharacter( GLUT_BITMAP_TIMES_ROMAN_24, c ); 
 } 
} 
 
// 
// use glut to display a string of characters using a stroke font: 
// 
void 
DoStrokeString( float x, float y, float z, float ht, char *s ) 
{ 
 char c;   // one character to print 
 float sf;  // the scale factor 
 
 glPushMatrix(); 
  glTranslatef( (GLfloat)x, (GLfloat)y, (GLfloat)z ); 
  sf = ht / ( 119.05 + 33.33 ); 
  glScalef( (GLfloat)sf, (GLfloat)sf, (GLfloat)sf ); 
  for( ; ( c = *s ) != '\0'; s++ ) 
  { 
   glutStrokeCharacter( GLUT_STROKE_ROMAN, c ); 
  } 
 glPopMatrix(); 
} 
 
// 
// return the number of seconds since the start of the program: 
// 
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float 
ElapsedSeconds( void ) 
{ 
 // get # of milliseconds since the start of the program: 
 int ms = glutGet( GLUT_ELAPSED_TIME ); 
 
 // convert it to seconds: 
 return (float)ms / 1000.; 
} 
 
// 
// initialize the glui window: 
// 
void 
InitGlui( void ) 
{ 
 GLUI_Panel *panel; 
 GLUI_RadioGroup *group; 
 GLUI_Rotation *rot; 
 GLUI_Translation *trans, *scale; 
 
 // setup the glui window: 
 glutInitWindowPosition( INIT_WINDOW_SIZE + 50, 0 ); 
 Glui = GLUI_Master.create_glui( (char *) GLUITITLE ); 
 
 Glui->add_statictext( (char *) GLUITITLE ); 
 Glui->add_separator(); 
 Glui->add_checkbox( "Axes", &AxesOn ); 
 Glui->add_checkbox( "Perspective", &WhichProjection ); 
 Glui->add_checkbox( "Intensity Depth Cue", &DepthCueOn ); 
 panel = Glui->add_panel(  "Axes Color" ); 
  group = Glui->add_radiogroup_to_panel( panel, &WhichColor ); 
   Glui->add_radiobutton_to_group( group, "Red" ); 
   Glui->add_radiobutton_to_group( group, "Yellow" ); 
   Glui->add_radiobutton_to_group( group, "Green" ); 
   Glui->add_radiobutton_to_group( group, "Cyan" ); 
   Glui->add_radiobutton_to_group( group, "Blue" ); 
   Glui->add_radiobutton_to_group( group, "Magenta" ); 
   Glui->add_radiobutton_to_group( group, "White" ); 
   Glui->add_radiobutton_to_group( group, "Black" ); 
 
 panel = Glui->add_panel( "Object Transformation" ); 
 
  rot = Glui->add_rotation_to_panel( panel, "Rotation", (float *) 
RotMatrix ); 
 
  // allow the object to be spun via the glui rotation widget: 
  rot->set_spin( 1.0 ); 
 
 
  Glui->add_column_to_panel( panel, GLUIFALSE ); 
  scale = Glui->add_translation_to_panel( panel, "Scale",  
GLUI_TRANSLATION_Y , &Scale2 ); 
  scale->set_speed( 0.005f ); 
 
  Glui->add_column_to_panel( panel, GLUIFALSE ); 
  trans = Glui->add_translation_to_panel( panel, "Trans XY", 
GLUI_TRANSLATION_XY, &TransXYZ[0] ); 
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  trans->set_speed( 0.05f ); 
 
  Glui->add_column_to_panel( panel, GLUIFALSE ); 
  trans = Glui->add_translation_to_panel( panel, "Trans Z",  
GLUI_TRANSLATION_Z , &TransXYZ[2] ); 
  trans->set_speed( 0.05f ); 
 
 Glui->add_checkbox( "Debug", &DebugOn ); 
 
 panel = Glui->add_panel( "", GLUIFALSE ); 
 
 Glui->add_button_to_panel( panel, "Reset", RESET, (GLUI_Update_CB) Buttons 
); 
 Glui->add_column_to_panel( panel, GLUIFALSE ); 
 
 Glui->add_button_to_panel( panel, "Quit", QUIT, (GLUI_Update_CB) Buttons ); 
 
 // tell glui what graphics window it needs to post a redisplay to: 
 Glui->set_main_gfx_window( MainWindow ); 
 
 // set the graphics window's idle function: 
 GLUI_Master.set_glutIdleFunc( NULL ); 
} 
 
// 
// initialize the glut and OpenGL libraries: 
// also setup display lists and callback functions 
// 
void 
InitGraphics( void ) 
{ 
 // setup the display mode: 
 // ( *must* be done before call to glutCreateWindow() ) 
 // ask for color, double-buffering, and z-buffering: 
 glutInitDisplayMode( GLUT_RGBA | GLUT_DOUBLE | GLUT_DEPTH ); 
 
 // set the initial window configuration: 
 glutInitWindowPosition( 0, 0 ); 
 glutInitWindowSize( INIT_WINDOW_SIZE, INIT_WINDOW_SIZE ); 
 
 // open the window and set its title: 
 MainWindow = glutCreateWindow( WINDOWTITLE ); 
 glutSetWindowTitle( WINDOWTITLE ); 
 
 // setup the clear values: 
 glClearColor( BACKCOLOR[0], BACKCOLOR[1], BACKCOLOR[2], BACKCOLOR[3] ); 
 
 
 // setup the callback routines: 
 
 
 // DisplayFunc -- redraw the window 
 // ReshapeFunc -- handle the user resizing the window 
 // KeyboardFunc -- handle a keyboard input 
 // MouseFunc -- handle the mouse button going down or up 
 // MotionFunc -- handle the mouse moving with a button down 
 // PassiveMotionFunc -- handle the mouse moving with a button up 
 // VisibilityFunc -- handle a change in window visibility 
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 // EntryFunc -- handle the cursor entering or leaving the window 
 // SpecialFunc -- handle special keys on the keyboard 
 // SpaceballMotionFunc -- handle spaceball translation 
 // SpaceballRotateFunc -- handle spaceball rotation 
 // SpaceballButtonFunc -- handle spaceball button hits 
 // ButtonBoxFunc -- handle button box hits 
 // DialsFunc -- handle dial rotations 
 // TabletMotionFunc -- handle digitizing tablet motion 
 // TabletButtonFunc -- handle digitizing tablet button hits 
 // MenuStateFunc -- declare when a pop-up menu is in use 
 // TimerFunc -- trigger something to happen a certain time from now 
 // IdleFunc -- what to do when nothing else is going on 
 
 glutSetWindow( MainWindow ); 
 glutDisplayFunc( Display ); 
 glutReshapeFunc( Resize ); 
 glutKeyboardFunc( Keyboard ); 
 glutMouseFunc( MouseButton ); 
 glutMotionFunc( MouseMotion ); 
 glutPassiveMotionFunc( NULL ); 
 glutVisibilityFunc( Visibility ); 
 glutEntryFunc( NULL ); 
 glutSpecialFunc( NULL ); 
 glutSpaceballMotionFunc( SBM ); 
 glutSpaceballRotateFunc( SBR ); 
 glutSpaceballButtonFunc( SBB ); 
 glutButtonBoxFunc( NULL ); 
 glutDialsFunc( NULL ); 
 glutTabletMotionFunc( NULL ); 
 glutTabletButtonFunc( NULL ); 
 glutMenuStateFunc( NULL ); 
 glutTimerFunc( 0, NULL, 0 ); 
 
 // DO NOT SET THE GLUT IDLE FUNCTION HERE !! 
 // glutIdleFunc( NULL ); 
 // let glui take care of it in InitGlui() 
} 
 
void 
SBM( int tx, int ty, int tz ) 
{ 
 fprintf( stderr, "SBM: %5d, %5d, %5d\n", tx, ty, tz ); 
} 
 
void 
SBR( int rx, int ry, int rz ) 
{ 
 fprintf( stderr, "SBR: %5d, %5d, %5d\n", rx, ry, rz ); 
} 
 
void 
SBB( int button, int state ) 
{ 
 fprintf( stderr, "SBB: %5d, %5d\n", button, state ); 
} 
 
// 
// initialize the display lists that will not change: 
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// 
void 
InitLists( void ) 
{ 
 float dx = BOXSIZE / 2.; 
 float dy = BOXSIZE / 2.; 
 float dz = BOXSIZE / 2.; 
 
 // create the object: 
 
 BoxList = glGenLists( 1 ); 
 glNewList( BoxList, GL_COMPILE ); 
 
  glBegin( GL_QUADS ); 
 
   glColor3f( 0., 0., 1. ); 
   glNormal3f( 0., 0.,  1. ); 
    glVertex3f( -dx, -dy,  dz ); 
    glVertex3f(  dx, -dy,  dz ); 
    glVertex3f(  dx,  dy,  dz ); 
    glVertex3f( -dx,  dy,  dz ); 
 
   glNormal3f( 0., 0., -1. ); 
    glTexCoord2f( 0., 0. ); 
    glVertex3f( -dx, -dy, -dz ); 
    glTexCoord2f( 0., 1. ); 
    glVertex3f( -dx,  dy, -dz ); 
    glTexCoord2f( 1., 1. ); 
    glVertex3f(  dx,  dy, -dz ); 
    glTexCoord2f( 1., 0. ); 
    glVertex3f(  dx, -dy, -dz ); 
 
   glColor3f( 1., 0., 0. ); 
   glNormal3f(  1., 0., 0. ); 
    glVertex3f(  dx, -dy,  dz ); 
    glVertex3f(  dx, -dy, -dz ); 
    glVertex3f(  dx,  dy, -dz ); 
    glVertex3f(  dx,  dy,  dz ); 
 
   glNormal3f( -1., 0., 0. ); 
    glVertex3f( -dx, -dy,  dz ); 
    glVertex3f( -dx,  dy,  dz ); 
    glVertex3f( -dx,  dy, -dz ); 
    glVertex3f( -dx, -dy, -dz ); 
 
   glColor3f( 0., 1., 0. ); 
   glNormal3f( 0.,  1., 0. ); 
    glVertex3f( -dx,  dy,  dz ); 
    glVertex3f(  dx,  dy,  dz ); 
    glVertex3f(  dx,  dy, -dz ); 
    glVertex3f( -dx,  dy, -dz ); 
 
   glNormal3f( 0., -1., 0. ); 
    glVertex3f( -dx, -dy,  dz ); 
    glVertex3f( -dx, -dy, -dz ); 
    glVertex3f(  dx, -dy, -dz ); 
    glVertex3f(  dx, -dy,  dz ); 
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  glEnd(); 
 
 glEndList(); 
 
 // create the axes: 
 AxesList = glGenLists( 1 ); 
 glNewList( AxesList, GL_COMPILE ); 
  glLineWidth( AXES_WIDTH ); 
   Axes( 1.5 ); 
  glLineWidth( 1. ); 
 glEndList(); 
} 
 
// 
// the keyboard callback: 
// 
void 
Keyboard( unsigned char c, int x, int y ) 
{ 
 if( DebugOn != 0 ) 
  fprintf( stderr, "Keyboard: '%c' (0x%0x)\n", c, c ); 
 
 switch( c ) 
 { 
  case 'o': 
  case 'O': 
   WhichProjection = ORTHO; 
   break; 
 
  case 'p': 
  case 'P': 
   WhichProjection = PERSP; 
   break; 
 
  case 'q': 
  case 'Q': 
  case ESCAPE: 
   Buttons( QUIT ); // will not return here 
   break;   // happy compiler 
 
  case 'r': 
  case 'R': 
   LeftButton = ROTATE; 
   break; 
 
  case 's': 
  case 'S': 
   LeftButton = SCALE; 
   break; 
 
  default: 
   fprintf( stderr, "Don't know what to do with keyboard hit: 
'%c' (0x%0x)\n", c, c ); 
 } 
 
 // synchronize the GLUI display with the variables: 
 Glui->sync_live(); 
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 // force a call to Display(): 
 glutSetWindow( MainWindow ); 
 glutPostRedisplay(); 
} 
 
// 
// called when the mouse button transitions down or up: 
// 
void 
MouseButton( int button, int state, int x, int y ) 
{ 
 int b;   // LEFT, MIDDLE, or RIGHT 
 
 if( DebugOn != 0 ) 
  fprintf( stderr, "MouseButton: %d, %d, %d, %d\n", button, state, x, 
y ); 
 
  
 // get the proper button bit mask: 
 switch( button ) 
 { 
  case GLUT_LEFT_BUTTON: 
   b = LEFT;  break; 
 
  case GLUT_MIDDLE_BUTTON: 
   b = MIDDLE;  break; 
 
  case GLUT_RIGHT_BUTTON: 
   b = RIGHT;  break; 
 
  default: 
   b = 0; 
   fprintf( stderr, "Unknown mouse button: %d\n", button ); 
 } 
 
 
 // button down sets the bit, up clears the bit: 
 if( state == GLUT_DOWN ) 
 { 
  Xmouse = x; 
  Ymouse = y; 
  ActiveButton |= b;  // set the proper bit 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  ActiveButton &= ~b;  // clear the proper bit 
 } 
} 
 
 
 
// 
// called when the mouse moves while a button is down: 
// 
void 
MouseMotion( int x, int y ) 
{ 
 int dx, dy;  // change in mouse coordinates 
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 if( DebugOn != 0 ) 
  fprintf( stderr, "MouseMotion: %d, %d\n", x, y ); 
 
 
 dx = x - Xmouse;  // change in mouse coords 
 dy = y - Ymouse; 
 
 if( ( ActiveButton & LEFT ) != 0 ) 
 { 
  switch( LeftButton ) 
  { 
   case ROTATE: 
    Xrot += ( ANGFACT*dy ); 
    Yrot += ( ANGFACT*dx ); 
    break; 
 
   case SCALE: 
    Scale += SCLFACT * (float) ( dx - dy ); 
    if( Scale < MINSCALE ) 
     Scale = MINSCALE; 
    break; 
  } 
 } 
 
 if( ( ActiveButton & MIDDLE ) != 0 ) 
 { 
  Scale += SCLFACT * (float) ( dx - dy ); 
 
  // keep object from turning inside-out or disappearing: 
 
  if( Scale < MINSCALE ) 
   Scale = MINSCALE; 
 } 
 
 Xmouse = x;   // new current position 
 Ymouse = y; 
 
 glutSetWindow( MainWindow ); 
 glutPostRedisplay(); 
} 
 
// 
// reset the transformations and the colors: 
// 
// this only sets the global variables -- 
// the glut main loop is responsible for redrawing the scene 
// 
 
void 
Reset( void ) 
{ 
 ActiveButton = 0; 
 AxesOn = GLUITRUE; 
 DebugOn = GLUIFALSE; 
 DepthCueOn = GLUIFALSE; 
 LeftButton = ROTATE; 
 Scale  = 1.0; 
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 Scale2 = 0.0;  // because we add 1. to it in Display() 
 WhichColor = WHITE; 
 WhichProjection = PERSP; 
 Xrot = Yrot = 0.; 
 TransXYZ[0] = TransXYZ[1] = TransXYZ[2] = 0.; 
 
                   RotMatrix[0][1] = RotMatrix[0][2] = RotMatrix[0][3] = 0.; 
 RotMatrix[1][0]                   = RotMatrix[1][2] = RotMatrix[1][3] = 0.; 
 RotMatrix[2][0] = RotMatrix[2][1]                   = RotMatrix[2][3] = 0.; 
 RotMatrix[3][0] = RotMatrix[3][1] = RotMatrix[3][3]                   = 0.; 
 RotMatrix[0][0] = RotMatrix[1][1] = RotMatrix[2][2] = RotMatrix[3][3] = 1.; 
} 
 
 
 
// 
// called when user resizes the window: 
// 
void 
Resize( int width, int height ) 
{ 
 if( DebugOn != 0 ) 
  fprintf( stderr, "ReSize: %d, %d\n", width, height ); 
 
 // don't really need to do anything since window size is 
 // checked each time in Display(): 
 
 glutSetWindow( MainWindow ); 
 glutPostRedisplay(); 
} 
 
 
// 
// handle a change to the window's visibility: 
// 
void 
Visibility ( int state ) 
{ 
 if( DebugOn != 0 ) 
  fprintf( stderr, "Visibility: %d\n", state ); 
 
 if( state == GLUT_VISIBLE ) 
 { 
  glutSetWindow( MainWindow ); 
  glutPostRedisplay(); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  // could optimize by keeping track of the fact 
  // that the window is not visible and avoid 
  // animating or redrawing it ... 
 } 
} 
 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////  EXTRA HANDY UTILITIES:  
///////////////////////////// 
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// size of wings as fraction of length: 
 
#define WINGS 0.10 
 
 
// axes: 
 
#define X 1 
#define Y 2 
#define Z 3 
 
 
// x, y, z, axes: 
 
static float axx[3] = { 1., 0., 0. }; 
static float ayy[3] = { 0., 1., 0. }; 
static float azz[3] = { 0., 0., 1. }; 
 
 
void 
Arrow( float tail[3], float head[3] ) 
{ 
 float u[3], v[3], w[3];  // arrow coordinate system 
 float d;   // wing distance 
 float x, y, z;   // point to plot 
 float mag;   // magnitude of major direction 
 float f;   // fabs of magnitude 
 int axis;   // which axis is the major 
 
 
 // set w direction in u-v-w coordinate system: 
 
 w[0] = head[0] - tail[0]; 
 w[1] = head[1] - tail[1]; 
 w[2] = head[2] - tail[2]; 
 
 
 // determine major direction: 
 
 axis = X; 
 mag = fabs( w[0] ); 
 if( (f=fabs(w[1]))  > mag ) 
 { 
  axis = Y; 
  mag = f; 
 } 
 if( (f=fabs(w[2]))  > mag ) 
 { 
  axis = Z; 
  mag = f; 
 } 
 
 
 // set size of wings and turn w into a Unit vector: 
 
 d = WINGS * Unit( w, w ); 
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 // draw the shaft of the arrow: 
 
 glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
  glVertex3fv( tail ); 
  glVertex3fv( head ); 
 glEnd(); 
 
 // draw two sets of wings in the non-major directions: 
 
 if( axis != X ) 
 { 
  Cross( w, axx, v ); 
  (void) Unit( v, v ); 
  Cross( v, w, u  ); 
  x = head[0] + d * ( u[0] - w[0] ); 
  y = head[1] + d * ( u[1] - w[1] ); 
  z = head[2] + d * ( u[2] - w[2] ); 
  glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
   glVertex3fv( head ); 
   glVertex3f( x, y, z ); 
  glEnd(); 
  x = head[0] + d * ( -u[0] - w[0] ); 
  y = head[1] + d * ( -u[1] - w[1] ); 
  z = head[2] + d * ( -u[2] - w[2] ); 
  glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
   glVertex3fv( head ); 
   glVertex3f( x, y, z ); 
  glEnd(); 
 } 
 
 
 if( axis != Y ) 
 { 
  Cross( w, ayy, v ); 
  (void) Unit( v, v ); 
  Cross( v, w, u  ); 
  x = head[0] + d * ( u[0] - w[0] ); 
  y = head[1] + d * ( u[1] - w[1] ); 
  z = head[2] + d * ( u[2] - w[2] ); 
  glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
   glVertex3fv( head ); 
   glVertex3f( x, y, z ); 
  glEnd(); 
  x = head[0] + d * ( -u[0] - w[0] ); 
  y = head[1] + d * ( -u[1] - w[1] ); 
  z = head[2] + d * ( -u[2] - w[2] ); 
  glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
   glVertex3fv( head ); 
   glVertex3f( x, y, z ); 
  glEnd(); 
 } 
 
 
 
 if( axis != Z ) 
 { 
  Cross( w, azz, v ); 
  (void) Unit( v, v ); 
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  Cross( v, w, u  ); 
  x = head[0] + d * ( u[0] - w[0] ); 
  y = head[1] + d * ( u[1] - w[1] ); 
  z = head[2] + d * ( u[2] - w[2] ); 
  glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
   glVertex3fv( head ); 
   glVertex3f( x, y, z ); 
  glEnd(); 
  x = head[0] + d * ( -u[0] - w[0] ); 
  y = head[1] + d * ( -u[1] - w[1] ); 
  z = head[2] + d * ( -u[2] - w[2] ); 
  glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
   glVertex3fv( head ); 
   glVertex3f( x, y, z ); 
  glEnd(); 
 } 
} 
 
// the stroke characters 'X' 'Y' 'Z' : 
static float xx[] = { 
  0.f, 1.f, 0.f, 1.f 
       }; 
 
static float xy[] = { 
  -.5f, .5f, .5f, -.5f 
       }; 
 
static int xorder[] = { 
  1, 2, -3, 4 
  }; 
 
static float yx[] = { 
  0.f, 0.f, -.5f, .5f 
       }; 
 
static float yy[] = { 
  0.f, .6f, 1.f, 1.f 
       }; 
 
static int yorder[] = { 
  1, 2, 3, -2, 4 
  }; 
 
static float zx[] = { 
  1.f, 0.f, 1.f, 0.f, .25f, .75f 
       }; 
 
static float zy[] = { 
  .5f, .5f, -.5f, -.5f, 0.f, 0.f 
       }; 
 
static int zorder[] = { 
  1, 2, 3, 4, -5, 6 
  }; 
 
// fraction of the length to use as height of the characters: 
const float LENFRAC = 0.10f; 
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// fraction of length to use as start location of the characters: 
const float BASEFRAC = 1.10f; 
 
// Draw a set of 3D axes: 
// (length is the axis length in world coordinates) 
void 
Axes( float length ) 
{ 
 int i, j;   // counters 
 float fact;   // character scale factor 
 float base;   // character start location 
 
 
 glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
  glVertex3f( length, 0., 0. ); 
  glVertex3f( 0., 0., 0. ); 
  glVertex3f( 0., length, 0. ); 
 glEnd(); 
 glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
  glVertex3f( 0., 0., 0. ); 
  glVertex3f( 0., 0., length ); 
 glEnd(); 
 
 fact = LENFRAC * length; 
 base = BASEFRAC * length; 
 
 glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
  for( i = 0; i < 4; i++ ) 
  { 
   j = xorder[i]; 
   if( j < 0 ) 
   { 
     
    glEnd(); 
    glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
    j = -j; 
   } 
   j--; 
   glVertex3f( base + fact*xx[j], fact*xy[j], 0.0 ); 
  } 
 glEnd(); 
 
 glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
  for( i = 0; i < 5; i++ ) 
  { 
   j = yorder[i]; 
   if( j < 0 ) 
   { 
     
    glEnd(); 
    glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
    j = -j; 
   } 
   j--; 
   glVertex3f( fact*yx[j], base + fact*yy[j], 0.0 ); 
  } 
 glEnd(); 
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 glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
  for( i = 0; i < 6; i++ ) 
  { 
   j = zorder[i]; 
   if( j < 0 ) 
   { 
     
    glEnd(); 
    glBegin( GL_LINE_STRIP ); 
    j = -j; 
   } 
   j--; 
   glVertex3f( 0.0, fact*zy[j], base + fact*zx[j] ); 
  } 
 glEnd(); 
 
} 

 

7.4 APPENDIX D: Additional Helpful Functions 
 

 

 This section contains source code provided by Professor Mike Bailey which aided 

the development of the project. The “WhereIn2D” function transforms a 3D point into a 

2D point in screen space by mimicking the actions taken by the graphics hardware during 

rendering. The “WhereIn3D” takes the three vertices that comprise a face returns the 3D 

coordinates of the 2D click mouse position that was inside the face using Barycentric 

Coordinates. 

 

Source code that converts a 3D point into the equivalent 2D point in screen space: 

void WhereIn2D( float xyzin[3], int xyout[3] ) 
{ 
 float x = Scale * xyzin[0]; 
 float y = Scale * xyzin[1]; 
 float z = Scale * xyzin[2]; 
 
 float thetax = (M_PI/180.) * Xrot; // glRotatef( Xrot,  1., 0., 0. ) 
 float cx = cos( thetax ); 
 float sx = sin( thetax ); 
 
 float xp = x; 
 float yp = cx*y - sx*z; 
 float zp = sx*y + cx*z; 
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 float thetay = (M_PI/180.) * Yrot; // glRotatef( Yrot,  0., 1., 0. ) 
 float cy = cos( thetay ); 
 float sy = sin( thetay ); 
 
 float xpp =  cy*xp + sy*zp; 
 float ypp =  yp; 
 float zpp = -sy*xp + cy*zp; 
 
 xpp += TransXYZ[0];   // the translations 
 ypp += TransXYZ[1]; 
 zpp += TransXYZ[2]; 
 
 zpp -= 3.;    // handle the call to gluLookAt 
 
 
 float fovy = (M_PI/180.) * (90.f/2.); // handle the gluPerspective call 
 float aspect = 1.; 
 float znear = 0.1f; 
 float zfar = 1000.f; 
 
 float tanfovy = tan( fovy ); 
 float top = znear * tanfovy; 
 float bottom = -top; 
 float right = aspect * top; 
 float left =  aspect * bottom; 
 
 float xppp =  xpp * (2.*znear) / (right - left)  +  zpp * (right+left) / 
(right-left); 
 float yppp =  ypp * (2.*znear) / (top - bottom)  +  zpp * (top+bottom) / 
(top-bottom); 
 float w    = -zpp; 
 xppp /= w; 
 yppp /= w; 
 
 
 
 int dx = glutGet( GLUT_WINDOW_WIDTH ); // handle the viewport mapping 
 int dy = glutGet( GLUT_WINDOW_HEIGHT ); 
 
 int d = dx < dy ? dx : dy; 
 int xl = ( dx - d ) / 2; 
 int yb = ( dy - d ) / 2; 
 
 float xpppp = (float)xl + (float)d * ( xppp - -1. ) / 2.; 
 float ypppp = (float)yb + (float)d * ( yppp - -1. ) / 2.; 
 
 xyout[0] = (int)( xpppp + 0.5 ); // pixel coordinates 
 xyout[1] = (int)( ypppp + 0.5 ); 
 xyout[2] = 0; 
 
 fprintf( stderr, "In: %8.3f, %8.3f, %8.3f  ;  Out: %4d, %4d\n", 
  xyzin[0], xyzin[1], xyzin[2], 
  xyout[0], xyout[1] ); 
} 
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Source code that, when given the three vertices that make up a face, returns the 2D 

clicked mouse position inside the face as a 3D coordinate: 

 
void WhereIn3D( float p0[3], float p1[3], float p2[3],  float p[3] ) 
{ 
 int dx = glutGet( GLUT_WINDOW_WIDTH ); // handle the viewport mapping 
 int dy = glutGet( GLUT_WINDOW_HEIGHT ); 
 
 int ip[3]; 
 ip[0] = Xmouse; 
 ip[1] = dy - Ymouse; 
 ip[2] = 0; 
 
 int ip0[3], ip1[3], ip2[3]; 
 WhereIn2D( p0, ip0 ); 
 WhereIn2D( p1, ip1 ); 
 WhereIn2D( p2, ip2 ); 
 
 
 float a  = Area( ip0, ip1, ip2 ); 
 float a0 = Area( ip1, ip2, ip  ); 
 float a1 = Area( ip2, ip0, ip  ); 
 float a2 = Area( ip0, ip1, ip  ); 
 float b0 = a0 / a; 
 float b1 = a1 / a; 
 float b2 = a2 / a; 
 fprintf( stderr, "b0 = %8.3f, b1 = %8.3f, b2 = %8.3f\n", 
  b0, b1, b2 ); 
 
 p[0] = b0*p0[0] + b1*p1[0] + b2*p2[0]; 
 p[1] = b0*p0[1] + b1*p1[1] + b2*p2[1]; 
 p[2] = b0*p0[2] + b1*p1[2] + b2*p2[2]; 
} 
 
 
 

Source code that returns the area of a triangle when given the three vertices that form the 

triangle: 

 
float Area( int ip0[3], int ip1[3], int ip2[3] ) 
{ 
 float e01[3] = { ip1[0] - ip0[0], ip1[1] - ip0[1], ip1[2] - ip0[2] }; 
 float e02[3] = { ip2[0] - ip0[0], ip2[1] - ip0[1], ip2[2] - ip0[2] }; 
 float n[3]; 
 Cross( e01, e02, n ); 
 return 0.5 * Unit( n, n ); 
 
 
 
 

 


